MANUAL
Start
Deadline

Cooperate with each other to make
a path from the start to the end.
Go through as many goals as possible.
But watch out for the deadline!

End

Goal

General
Game
Goals

4 players

30-40 min

Introduction
The goal of this game is to start up a converstation between the players about student projects and
expectations. Players have to resource a studentgroup, as they go, by making a path from start to end,
through as many goals as possible.
In the game there will be a representation of an endproduct, visualized by goals. To make the project succeed,
each goal needs to be reached in time. Time is represented by a pawn named Deadline, which takes a certain
amount of steps each players turn.
There is a lot that can happen, expecially in a student project, so the players must communicate and
synchronize their actions, if they want to succeed in their task.
During the game it might be possible that the task you are facing needs to be reconsiderd, certain goals might
be sacrifeced if the completion of the project seems in danger.
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How to start
The person with ... starts the game.
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Teachers and clients decide which 4 of the 5

Make sure everybody got a Ability card. You keep

elements, Art, Bussiness, Design, Developement

this card, which presents your actions/sequence,

and Research, is of intrest for the project to

throughout the game.

succeed.
Priorotice the goals and place them on the board.

Step3

Get Tiles

Step4

Deadline

Shuffle the tiles and devide them into 4 decks, one for

The first thing in a student-project is clearefy the

each player. Every player starts the game with four

direction to go to. After the first four tiles are on

tiles in hand.

the board, there is a deadline to manage. Each
beginning of a players turn, he or she needs to
move the deadline according to the amount of
LEDS burning.

End of the game
Win

If you passed through all the goals, and reached the end, without the deadline catching up to you.
You successfully completed the project and win!

Lose

If this is not the case and the deadline was faster, you failed to deliver!

Draw

If you didn’t pass all the goals, but reached the end without the deadline catching up to you first.
You presented an incompleted project that still needs some work!

What’s in the box

76 Path tiles

+ 1

Event!
The student group
decided to go on another
path. Spin a goal tile
one time.

10 Bonus tiles

11 Event tiles

2 Stop tiles
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Practical Hand

ABILITY
You can carry 5 instead
ABILITY
of 4 tiles.

Actions per turn:

3 Design

6 Ability Cards

1. Role Dice. Move Deadline.
2. Reﬁll your hand to 5 cards.
3. Play event tile(s).
4. Place tile(s).

Deadline
Board

